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The CONCRETE module of the EasyFix application from 

concrete substrates. The computational mechanism implement-
ed in the module is based on ETAG 001, ETAG 020 and the latest 

importantly, it allows you to customise both the shape and the ar-

consideration. The key features of the module include the capacity 

centre of gravity. Moreover, the optimisation feature makes it pos-

What is truly unique about the module is that it enables you to per-
form design jobs using REDM, i.e. the Rawlplug Engineering De-
sign Method, being a proprietary engineering method that allows 

on results of long years of research as well as Rawlplug’s exper-
tise and experience. This means that besides calculations based on 

Assessments with regard to individual products, you can also run 

The CONCRETE module comprises the following tabs:
Fixture, Anchors, Substrate, Loads, Results, Project details and 
Documents.
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Fixture tab

The Fixture tab enables users to:

3. enter data on the model 
by clicking dimension lines

2. display the 
drawing in the XY, 
YZ and XZ axis view

1. rotate the model 
and return to the 
initial display

provided that a section has been added 

7. position a section asymmetrically 
against the co-ordinate system

shape or dimensions

Fixture
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Anchors tab

The following options are available from the Anchors tab:

3. possibility to enter all 
dimensions on the model

1. choice of number and arrangement of anchors

4. choice of elongated holes set along 

6. option to allow the Rawlplug Engineering 

5. asymmetric placement against the 

Anchors

7. option to enter the A factor 

x = A*d
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Substrate tab

The Substrate tab allows the user to:

4. enter all dimensions on 
the model

1. choose substrate type according to concrete 

custom concrete class, as the need be, using 

and spacing between anchors and substrate edge

Substrate
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Loads tab

The following options are available from the Loads tab:

2. entering values for design and characteristic 
loads (including the possibility to change safety 

directly on the model

Loads

of loads, either 
characteristic or design
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Results tab

The Results tab features the following options:

2. anchor selection, including 

3. option to enter 
custom anchoring depth 

for bonded anchors

1. optimisation of the 
anchor choice according 

to pre-set parameters

Results
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Results

Results tab

4. displaying calculation results, including 

2. displaying values of 

anchor and the neutral axis

3. displaying values of loads 
according to individual 

models of rupture

1. anchor choice and 
visualisation
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Project Details tab

The Project Details tab allows the user to enter detailed data of the pending design project  

Project details

data to identify: design 
project, engineering 

designer, reviewer
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Documents

Documents tab

The Documents tab allows the user to access a list of documents pertaining  


